On the **Timeline & Tagging** screen you can control who can post on your timeline, who can see things on your timeline, and how to manage posts you’ve been tagged in.

**BUT** please remember that things hidden from appearing on your timeline can still appear in other people’s News Feeds, searches and other places on Facebook.

If you let someone tag you in a post (including in photos and location-based posts), a hyperlink to your profile will be included in the post. You can’t control the privacy settings of posts you are tagged in if you didn’t post them yourself. The privacy settings of the person who tagged you could allow anyone to link to your profile.

If you don’t allow people to tag you, they still can tag your name to the post – but the posts won’t include a hyperlink to your profile.

Facebook also use facial recognition software to recommend adding your username tags to photos. You can turn this off by selecting ‘No One’ under the ‘Who sees tag suggestions when photos that look like you are uploaded’ section.